Week 8
Monday 8th June – Friday 12th June

Music: Year 7 Annalise Liu and Blake Stent Year 8 Daniel Harrison and Thomas Mackie
Year 9 Bridging Work: Beatriz Teixeira Beatriz has submitted an excellent first performance
recording. She has clearly been practising the violin
Nominated by: Miss Houlton
Daniel and Thomas have
submitted lots of work via
google classroom that they have
been working on since school
closed; Well Done Daniel and
Thomas!

regularly whilst at home and has even been having online
lessons; Well Done Beatriz!
Blake has created this
excellent art work in response
to a piece of music he has been
listening to.

Annalise has submitted a number of tasks that she has completed over the
last few weeks; these are very detailed and clearly thought out; Well Done!

Year 10 GCSE Music: Jack Archer, Ava Ho, Niamh McCafferty, Katie Pearson,
Charlotte Robinson, Eleanor Wilson and Ellie Wray
Nominated by: Miss Houlton
Miss houlton says: “Well Done to Jack, Ava, Niamh, Katie, Charlotte, Eleanor and Ellie who continue
to really impress me…

• They are always up to date with all tasks in google classroom, completing everything
thoroughly and to a consistently high standard
• They communicate maturely and proactively with me in google classroom
• They demonstrate a good understanding of the content and a readiness to improve their work
when necessary”

Year 9 Business and Enterprise Bridging Work: Harry Avery, Hari Nunn and
Nathan Procter
Nominated by: Mr Bowman and Mrs Teale
Mrs Teale says:
“Mr Bowman and I would like to nominate Harry, Hari and Nathan for a super, impressive start to their
Business and Enterprise bridging work. They are incredibly motivated, have completed fantastic
research and have posed excellent questions - well done!”

Mrs Richardson’s Workers of the Week in French
Year 7: Oliver Bewick, Rowan Hogg and Tristan
Kolsako for a fantastic effort and great
presentation of their treasure hunt task in
French.

Year 7: Blake Stent for his video of himself
presenting his treasure hunt phrases in French.
Year 8: Fantastic effort from Daniel Collins and
Evan Dorward - great to see the boys engaging in
French!

Year 9: Ada Gibson, Sarah Rafferty, Maisie Sampson
and Lilian Winterman for excellent work on
Seneca.

Geography: year 8 Lucy Stutt
Nominated by: Mrs Lambert
Lucy completed some excellent research on
biomes of the world. I explained to Lucy
that if we had been in school they would be
completing a 'biome in a box' and then
comparing 2+ biomes. Lucy did this as extra
work over the weekend producing excellent
work on the polar and tropical rainforest
biomes. Mrs Lambert is so impressed with
the motivation, creative flair and
research skills of Lucy - it has made her
week!

Mrs Lambert’s Geographers of the Week!
Year 10 - Excellent scores on retrieval practice questions showing a firm knowledge and fantastic understanding of work
covered in year 10
• Jack Archer
Ava Ho
• Billy Bestford
Charlotte Spowart
• Jacob Burnett
Ellie Wray
Year 10 - Kieran Buckle is showing improved organisational skills to complete the work set and consolidate his understanding
from year 10 work. Really well done.
Year 8 - Aizah Shariff produced a well researched and presented presentation on different approaches to protecting tropical
rainforests
Year 7 - Oliver Bewick for producing detailed work on the causes and effects of climate change - including maps and graphs.

Miss Lowery’s stars of Religious Studies this week...
Year 7: Tristan Kosalka and Ruby Patterson
Tristan and Ruby have been nominated for excellent work on Sikhism
Year 9: Millie Clark, Evie Sherwood and Liesel Stent
These students have been chosen as the Top 3 students in the Year 9 RS bridging work
group. They have been chosen for producing a high volume of excellent quality work
and genuine, ongoing engagement with the topics studied.

Well Done to you all!

Year 7 English: Oliver Bewick, Lily Dadswell and Kate Killey
Year 10 GCSE: Jack Clarke, Charlotte Collins, Joe Morrison and Eleanor Wilson
Nominated by: Mrs Oliver
These student have each been nominated for continuing to produce high
quality work, creative and thoughtful English work, and for tackling
challenging new material really well.

DT: 8s1 Neema Lulu
Nominated by: Ms Newton-Scott
Neema has been nominated
for her excellent lampshade
designs!

Well Done Neema!

English: 10n Kieran Buckle and Georgia Cowans
10s Samuel Cassarino Lopez and Jessica Myers
Nominated by: Miss McKenna

All of these students have worked very hard on their poetry annotations.
They have done a fantastic job at tackling challenging poetry by
exploring intriguing interpretations. I have thoroughly enjoyed
reading the work they've produced - keep up the excellent work!

Year 10 GCSE History: Ava Clark
Nominated by: Mr Harold

I've had an increased amount of good work being sent in by both
Year 9 and Year 10, but Ava has continuously produced work to a high
standard and has been very punctual. We have just started a new
topic in History (Spain and the New World) and Ava has gone out of
her way to keep her work in the same format as we would in lessons.

Maths: Year 8 Yeshwanth Nandakunar and Year 9 Megan Brooks
Nominated by: Mrs Thompson
Yeshwanth and Megan have each been steadily working through the
maths tasks set and have both achieved some very impressive scores.
Well done to you both!

Art Year 9 Bridging Work: Andreia Campos, Louise Mills and Luke Skilton
Nominated by: Mrs Woodhouse
Well Done to
Andreia, Louise
and Luke for
their excellent
Natural Form
drawings

English: 9BJO Connor Cookson
Nominated by: Mrs Westgarth
Mrs Westgarth says:
“Connor has shown insight and understanding in his thorough
annotations of the poetry which was set as this week's English work. A
very impressive response to the tasks - well done Connor!”

Geography: Year 9 Emma Sample
Nominated by: Mr Moat
Emma has produced excellent written notes on Geographical
skills including appropriate diagrams, completed all online
tasks on BBC bitesize including revision and test activities.
Finally Emma achieved a fantastic score on our Geographical
Skills consolidation google quiz. Great effort Emma!!

French: 7s1 Sophia Donnison and 7n2 Kate Killey
Nominated by: Mrs Baldwin
Sophia and Kate have
completed some more
accurate French work
this week; Well Done!

Year 9 GCSE Spanish Bridging Work: Millie Clark
Nominated by: Miss Norton
Miss Norton says:
“I am nominating Millie for writing a fabulous
paragraph about her free time and then recording
herself reading it!

Well Done Millie”

History Year 7: Oliver Bewick, Eve dadswell and Lily Dadswell
year 8: Thomas Mackie
year 9: Hari Nunn
Nominated by: Miss Potts
All of these students are really engaged with their History
work. They are up to date with tasks and they are
consistently sending work in which has been done to a
very high standard. They are taking on board advise by
responding to EBI comments.
Well Done to you all!

Mrs Anderson’s Scientists of the Week!
Year 12
Chemistry:
Bethan Keiller
for completing
all of the home
learning tasks
to an extremely
high standard.

Year 10 Science:
Rose Taylor-Cain
for completing
all of the
assignments
and Seneca tasks
set and putting
in excellent
effort.

Year 9 Chemistry:
Max Wright for
embracing the
new GCSE level
work and
completing the
tasks quickly and
to a really high
standard

Year 7 Science: Lily
Dadswell sent in
some really detailed
work on electricity
and made some
excellent flashcards

Mrs Skinner’s Historians of the week!
Year 8-

Evan Dorwood and Rohan Perkins for their work on Victorian Britain

Year 9-

I continue to be really impressed with the Year 9s and the GCSE bridging tasks. Katie Byers, Maisy Chan, Millie Clark,
Ben Hartridge, Josie Howey, Jackson Jones, Daniel Levitt, Holly Peacock, Luke Skilton, Charlotte Teasdale, Katie Vasey
and Harry Westwood have all been nominated for submitting great work on Medieval life.

Year 10- Emily Boyd, Samuel Casserino, Kyle Carter Dowding, Ava Ho, Kenzie Heatherington, Niamh McCafferty, Tom Mason,
Daniel Pearson, Katie Pearson, Sam Robinson and Rose Taylor Cain for excellent efforts on Spain and the New World
1492-1555. They have submitted some excellent work on the first voyage of Christopher Columbus.
Year 12- Dan Melrose and Joe Murray for contributing to second remote A level lesson on the Tudors.

Year 9 GCSE Drama Bridging Work: Ella Davidson, Edan Scales and Liesel Stent
Nominated by: Miss Connor and Mrs Maughan
We have been
extremely impressed
with the work ethic
of these students in
starting the GCSE
Drama bridging
tasks. they have all
produced thoughtful
and highly detailed
work.

Drama: 7s1 Annalise Liu
Nominated by: Mrs Maughan

Annalise sent me her annotation of the monologue and has included some
lovely thoughtful ideas. Her annotation of acting skills is descriptive and
shows a good understanding of character. Well Done!

Geography: Year 7 Thomas Bennett
Nominated by: Miss Cartwright
Miss Cartwright says:
“Thomas is my worker of the week for completing two great pieces
of work for Geography; keep up the great work Thomas!”

English: 7 Blake Stent
Nominated by: Mrs Hutchins

Mrs Hutchins Says: “Blake’s work is particularly impressive with lots of
time and effort going into understanding challenging language.
Week on week, I'm seeing real progress from Blake and am increasingly
impressed by the work he sends me”

GCSE PE Year 9 Bridging work and Year 10 GCSE PE
Nominated by: Mr Towler
Mr Towler says:
“We are nominating the following Y9 and Y10 students for accessing the Ever Learner assignments this week and recording some superb
scores. We are really impressed with their resilience and determination, as many of the group completed the assignments more than
once in order to improve on their original scores! A special mention to Andreia Campos Prado who completed a huge number of
questions as part of the work this week.”

Year 9:
• Charlie Hannen
• Ben Hartridge
• Henry Lister
• Euan Marshall
• David Skilton
• Tamara Straker
• Anna Taylor
• Bradley Tiplady

Year 10:
Aidan Appleton
Daniel Broderick
Kai Hailes
Evie Hartridge
Dominic Lee
Katie Render
Charlotte Robinson

Miss Atkinson’s MyMaths Stars of the week
7n1
Syeed Ali
Lilly Baker
Esme Clark
Mia Coppen
Lily Dadswell
Owen Husband
Daisy Jones

7s3
Sasha Clark
Tristan Kosalka
Ethan McGuiness
Evan Nelson
Lucy Scorer

8s2
Abi McArthur
Millie Williamson
Euan Marshall
Calum Robson
Ellie Smith
Bradley Tiplady
Frank Yu

9n2
Erin Brewis
Charlie Hannen

Year 10 GCSE English: Ava Ho, Jessica McArthur, Katie Pearson and Charlotte Robinson
Nominated by: Mr Cook
Mr Cook says: “I would

like to nominate Ava,
Jessica, Katie and
Charlotte for their
outstanding analysis of
more of the GCSE English
Literature 'Power and
Conflict' poems. They
have clearly spent lots of
time identifying and
analysing some very
important
words/phrases, big ideas
and writers' methods in
the poems.”

Year 9 Computer Science Bridging work: Matthew Harris and Nathan Procter
Nominated by: Ms Giles
Matthew and Nathan have both produced an excellent
standard of work on Output Devices in preparation for GCSE
next year. They research well and use appropriate images and
easy to understand descriptions in their work.

Well done Matthew and Nathan!

Geography: Year 8 Rohan Perkins
Nominated by: Mr Foley
Mr Foley says:
“I would like to nominate Rohan for an outstanding
powerpoint presentation on all aspects of Tropical
Rainforests”

Year 10 Business and Enterprise: Jacob Burnett, Samuel Cassarino, Jack
Clarke, Scarlett Cullen, Jorja Doidge, Kristina Hoxholli, Jason Lowes and
Lauren Sinclair
Nominated by: Mr Bowman These students have been nominated for their recent work on "Resources"

Year 7 ICT: Sophia Donnison, Annalise Liu, Ellen Tierney and Michael Wright
Nominated by: Mr Bowman
These students have been nominated for their ‘thinkuknow’ E-Safety work

Year 10 Science: Nathan Procter
Nominated by: Miss Misra
Miss Misra says:
“I am nominating Nathan for his excellent science work
and research into viruses and vaccines and relating it to
our current coronavirus pandemic. He has clearly put a lot
of effort into this.
Well Done Nathan!”

PSHE and Religious Studies: Year 7 Sophia Donnison, Tristan Kosalka and Ellen Tierney
GCSE RS: Scarlet Cullen and Jess McArthur
Nominated by: Mrs Adair-McAuley
• Tristan for excellent research on disabilities in PSHE
• Sophia for excellent research on celebrity views for RS
• Ellen for a fabulous powerpoint on theists, atheists and agnostics
• Jess for yet more excellent and thought provoking GCSE RS work on gender equality
• Scarlet for excellent communication / liaising with me and for writing up her GCSE work

Year 10 Triple Science – Physics: Michael Bewick and Dominic Lee
Nominated by: Mrs Holland
Mrs Holland says:
“I've been very impressed with both Michael
and Dominic's attitudes towards work
throughout this time.
Michael communicates very maturely
through google classrooms with me and is
producing high quality work on the topics
we have covered. Dominic reliably submits
work, paying a lot of attention to detail,
and therefore producing notes and
answers to questions that show a good
depth of understanding. Well done!”

